
9. Vibrational spectroscopies

9.1 Overview

- Motivation:  - vibrational modes of adsorbates are characteristic fingerprints
of  molecular state, adsorption site and bonding geometry

- intensities of modes possibly related to surface coverage ?!

- Vibrations of light elements: ~50 – 250 meV (400 – 2000 cm-1); 8 cm-1 ≈ 1 meV
- often well decoupled from substrate phonons

(mass mismatch)
- internal (stretch) molecular vibrations have higher energies, while

adsorbate-substrate vibrations have lower energies
- not totally off from gas/liquid phase values (exploit huge data base
including organometallic complexes for fingerprinting)

- Low-energy vibrations require probing particles with appropriate energy/cross-section:

Probe Energy range Most prominent technique
Neutrons 1 – 300 meV NIS (bulk phonons)
Photons ~100 – 500 meV (IR) IRAS/RAIRS (DRIFTS)
Electrons 1-10 eV (HR)EELS

- Other vibrational techniques include: - (Surface-Enhanced) Raman Spectroscopy (SERS)
- Inelastic Tunneling Spectroscopy (IETS)
- Atomic or Molecular Beam Inelastic Scattering (AIS, IMBS)
- Pump and probe or non-linear optical experiments (e.g. SFG)

Vibrational Spectroscopy of Molecules on Surfaces,
J.T. Yates and T.E. Madey (Eds.), Plenum (1987)



9.2. Reflection Absorption Infrared Spectroscopy (RAIRS)

- Infrared photon spectrum traditionally created by blackbody radiation from heated source
(Planck radiation law). More recently: tunable IR laser

- Traditional IRAS: - photon beam sent through sample (gas/liquid phase or IR-transparent support).
- comparison of transmitted with incident spectrum yields so-called absorption
bands corresponding to vibrational modes

- low cross-section compensated by huge sample volume
- routine experiment

- RAIRS at surfaces: - metal substrates not IR-transparent, i.e. cannot measure in transmission
- detect absorption bands in reflected spectrum
- compensate low cross-section by grazing incidence, but decreases

in reflection from 2D surface layer are still only of order ~0.1% 
- delicate setups (source/detector noise control, wavelength/polarization

modulations, Fourier-transform detectors etc.) and strong dipole absorbers required

- Low-energy photons problematic: - low-energy blackbody radiation has low intensity
- need to decouple hot radiation source from UHV chamber, but
no low IR-transparent window materials that simultaneously
have high melting point/low thermal expansion coefficient
(bake out!). Commonly used are MgF (> 175 meV) or LiF
(> 200 meV)

→ Manageable lower photon energy cutoff decreases
continuously, but traditionally RAIRS was
restricted to higher-energy internal (stretch)
molecular vibrations, and almost all experiments
were done on CO at something



- Due to long wavelengths of IR radiation the atomic structure at the
surface has only a negligible influence. Reflection therefore simply
determined by surface electrodynamics, i.e. the Maxwell equations

- Reflection amplitudes given explicitly by Fresnel equations (waves
at perfect conductor). By reflection under grazing incidence:

s and p|| polarized light almost canceled
p┴ polarized light almost doubled

- This means that reflected intensity is proportional to Ep┴
2 and 1/cosθ

(= illuminated area)

- Adsorbed molecule thus exposed to oscillating electric field perpendicular to 
surface. This may only excite vibrational modes with dynamic dipole moment
component perpendicular to surface (forced oscillator). Such modes are called
IR-active.

→ „Surface selection rules“ for vibrational modes
→ Best RAIRS absorption observed for molecules with strong

dipole moment perpendicular to surface (e.g. CO) and 
grazing photon incidence



9.3 High-Resolution Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (HREELS)

- Monochromatized electron beam (1-10 eV) directed at surface
- Energy resolved detection of reflected electron beam reveals
discrete losses due to excitation of vibrational modes at the surface

- Required high resolution only achieved after introduction of new
spectrometer design by Ibach (~1 meV compared to 0.05 meV in RAIRS)

- Compromise between highest cross-sections for lowest energy electrons
and focusing ability of low-energy beam

- Electron has two major inelastic scattering modes, each with its own selection rules:

i) Dipole scattering - electron scattered at long range (~100 Å) by oscillating electric
field of a vibrational mode. At this distance, primarily contribution
from dipole field relevant (dipole scattering)

- leads only to small angle deflections around specular direction
(sharply peaked dipole scattering lobe)

- dominant mode for incident energies below 10 eV and near specular
- only modes with dynamic dipole component perpendicular to
surface can be excited: same „surface selection rules“ as in RAIRS

- theory well developed (forced harmonic oscillator)

ii) Impact scattering - electron „kinematically“ scattered at short range (few Å) by
atomic core potentials of surface – modulated by nuclear motion
(vibration)

- electron scattered over wide range of angles
- much lower cross-section than dipole scattering, but of comparable
importance in off-specular directions

- susceptible to all vibrational modes (not only perpendicular ones)
- poorly developed/complex theory



9.4 Applications of vibrational spectroscopies of molecules on surfaces

- Qualitative modeling relies often on „intuitive“ relation between
binding well depth and width

- Internal molecular modes (e.g. stretch, scissors…)
- often slightly lower frequency („red-shifted“) than in
gas phase (~25-100 meV). Interpreted as bond activation

- occasional blue-shifts possibly due to interaction with
neighboring adsorbates

- which modes can be observed in RAIRS/dipole-scattering
HREELS may give information about molecular
orientation or a possible dissociation

- Perpendicular frustrated translational/rotational modes
(e.g. adsorbate-substrate stretch modes)

- such modes have no equivalent in gas molecules,
but possibly in organometallic complexes

- similar to internal modes employed to assign bonding
sites (e.g. comparing with data from other surfaces or
organometallic complexes)

- most often lower frequencies for higher site coordination
(bond-order conservation)

- possibly multiple adsorption sites
- useful for qualitative assignments, but potentially dangerous

- Parallel frustrated translation/rotational modes (also called librational modes)
- no equivalents in free gas molecules, very low in energy

- Loss intensity often linear with coverage (unless molecular orientation or site changes), but relative intensity of
different losses is a bad indicator of populations (different absorbance)

- Isotope experiments

ν(COgas) = 
2145 cm-1



- Theory support by computations of the complete dynamic matrix of 
adsorbed molecule in various sites

- typically frozen phonon approach employed
(i.e. substrate is rigid)

- displace each possibly vibrating adsorbate atom in all
three spatial directions

- record force constants of all other atoms in the molecule
for each displacement type (one matrix row)

- diagonalize dynamic matrix
- yields fundamental eigenmodes and eigenvectors

-Typically done with density-functional theory type calculations
- accuracy of current functionals does not allow too
detailed a comparison

- often constant offsets of 10-30 meV (already for gas 
phase modes): compare relative shifts

- certainly no accuracy to distinguish modes within 10 meV
(e.g. coverage shifts)

Example of a more complex adsorbate (HREELS):
Successive dehydrogenation of ethylene via ethylidyne to H-terminated
C polymers



9.5 Pros and cons

+   - Successful fingerprinting techniques for complex functional groups at surfaces
- Molecular state, orientation and binding site accessible
- Excellent RAIRS resolution reveals even small shifts due to 
phase transitions/lateral interactions or dynamics of coupling

- RAIRS may operate at ambient pressure (catalysis!)

– - Qualitative fingerprinting by comparison to gas phase data may be misleading
- Only dipole active modes visible in RAIRS/dipole-scattering HREELS
- Coverage quantitation difficult
- Low-energy frustrated modes not accessible to RAIRS
- RAIRS requires strong dynamic dipole moment (almost exclusively applied to CO adsorption)

RAIRS HREELS

Spectral range >100 meV >5 meV
(internal stretches)

Resolution 0.05 meV >1 meV
Sensitivity 0.1% ML 0.1% ML

(strong dipoles)
Substrate crystals conductors
Pressure range < 1 atm UHV


